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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will provide a very brief introduction to the Wind Energy Production and Renewable Energy Tax Credits.  I will provide some descriptive statistics concerning the two tax credit programs in Iowa. I will provide a look at the growth of renewable energy in Iowa



 Iowa Code Chapter 476B
 $0.01 per kilowatt-hour of electricity sold or 

generated for on-site consumption

 Facility must be between 2 MW and 30 MW

 Facilities placed in service by July 1, 2012 

 After approval, credit received for 10 years

 No new facilities can be approved under this program

 Limited to a total of 50 MW capacity
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wind Energy Production Tax Credit is provided for in Chapter 476B and provides a 1 cent credit per kilowatt hour of wind energy. The code specifies that an approved facility must be between 2 and 30 MW in capacity and must have been placed in service by July 1 of 2012.  Accordingly, no new facilities can be approved under this program unless there is a change in law. The capacity eligible to be approved for the credit is limited to 50 MW in aggregate and this tax credit program is fully subscribed



 Iowa Code Chapter 476C
◦ $0.015 per kWh of electricity 
◦ $4.50 per MMBTU of methane or other biogas to generate 

electricity 
◦ $4.50 per MMBTU of heat for a commercial purpose 
◦ $1.44 per Mcf of hydrogen fuel 

 Facilities placed in service by January 1, 2018
 After approval, credit received for 10 years
 Limited to 363 MW for wind projects and 63 MW for 

other renewable energy projects
 10 MW is reserved for solar facilities

 Eligibility of individual wind projects is limited 2.5 
MW per owner
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Renewable Energy Tax Credit is provided for in Chapter 476C.  It is open to other forms of renewable technology, not just wind at various rates.  The capacity eligible to be approved for the credit in total is limited to 363 MW for wind projects and 63 MW in for other renewable technologies. So, in terms of MW capacity allowable, MW capacity that is currently operational, and in terms of tax credits awarded, the program is primarily focused on wind energy.  Of the 63 MW approved for non-wind, 10 MW is reserved for solar facilitiesThe deadline by which facilities must be placed in service was January 1, 2018. [Mcf stands for 1,000 standard cubic feet ]



• Enacted in 2005
• Wind Energy Production Tax Credits first awarded in 
2009

• Renewable Energy Tax Credits first awarded in 2007
• Nonrefundable
• Carryforward 7 years
• Transferable

• Wind Energy Production transfers unlimited
• Renewable Energy may be transferred only once
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both programs were enacted in 2005. Came about at a time that it was feared that the federal production tax credit would be discontinued.  Wind Energy Production tax credits were first awarded for production that occurred in 2009. That corresponds to the 2009 tax year. Renewable Energy credits were first awarded in 2007.  Credits are available to each applicant for 10 years after the project becomes operational. Both tax credits are non-refundable.  This means that while they offset tax liability, any credit amount greater than tax liability is not paid to the claimant and remains unused. Any unused liability may be carried forward for seven years. A refundable tax credit, by contrast, provides a net payment, or “refund,” to the taxpayer in the event the credit amount exceeds tax liability. Both credits are transferable. This means they may be sold by the awardee. That is beneficial if the awardee does not have sufficient tax liability to fully use the credit.  Of course, the exchange is desirable to the purchaser since the credit may be purchased at a discount; i.e., for less than its tax value. 



 High fixed costs; relatively low operational 
and maintenance costs
◦ Variable and intermittent nature of wind
◦ High costs for system integration and redundancy
◦ Technological considerations
 Storage 
 Transmission

 Incentives are necessary to achieve 
optimum investment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With this slide I would like to look just very briefly at the research on renewable energy and the effects of incentives.  First of all, there is surprisingly little research on the connection between incentives and the promotion of renewable energy.  There is a substantial amount of research that seeks to understand or describe energy markets which is pertinent. A distinguishing feature of renewable energy is, that although once you have it up and running it’s very cost effective, it tends to have high fixed, or upfront costs. So, sunshine is free.  The wind blows regardless of one’s ability to pay for it.  So, low operational costs, but high fixed costs.  This, of course, the key problem that incentives are intended to solve.  I’ve listed some of the key cost drivers… Wind is variable and intermittent.  Wind energy systems have to be backed up and integrated with conventional systems, for the foreseeable future, at any rate.  Other technological considerations.  There is no good way to store wind energy.  There are suggestions that transmission may be the technological lynchpin to expanded use of wind.  The view is that we could more effectively make use of wind with sufficient transmission infrastructure and a modernized grid that efficiently coordinates the distribution of electricity from where it is being generated at any given moment to where it is needed. I saw one article that cited Denmark as an example because it exports power on windy days and imports power from hydro-electric sources when needed.  The key take away from the research, I think, is that there is broad agreement that incentives are necessary, at least for now, for there to be investment in wind and other renewable energy.   
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Source:  Iowa Department of Revenue

* Renewable Energy projects include wind and non-wind projects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide indicates the number of projects we’re talking about over the years.  The number of projects approved for Wind Energy Production tax credits are shown in red and Renewable Energy projects are shown in blue. The first Renewable Energy Tax Credits were awarded for 2007.  There were 19 in that year.  By 2017 this number had grown to 89.  72 of these were wind projects and 12 were solar projects. The first Wind Energy Production Tax Credits were awarded for 2009.  There are four projects under this program. The Renewable Energy Tax Credit program is much larger, both in terms of the number of projects and in terms of credits awarded.  



 Utilities
◦ Rate-Regulated Investor Owned Utilities (IOUs)
◦ Municipally Owned Utilities (MOUs)
◦ Rural Electric Cooperatives (RECs)

 Independent Power Producers

 Commercial and Industrial 
Generators 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With this slide I would like to turn very briefly to describe how the tax credits and wind energy fit into the wider world of the electric power industry. The basic sectors of electric power generation are listed on the slide.  By far the largest sector in terms of generation are the utilities. Utilities are entities that have the distribution facilities and infrastructure for delivering electricity primarily to consumers. Utilities include investor-owned utilities (IOUs), municipally-owned utilities (MOUs), and electric cooperatives.  Investor-owned utilities are private companies. The two rate-regulated IOUs account for 75 percent of electricity sales to customers.I mention them only to say that they don’t factor into the tax credit programs. Utilities, including municipals and rural electric cooperatives, account for 100 percent of sales to end-use electricity customers.  Also, they account for about 77.5 percent of all electricity generated.  Independent Power Producers (IPPs) are distinct from utilities.  They generate electricity for sale to utilities, whether directly or on the wholesale market. IPPs account for around 22.5 percent of electricity generated in the state.  The Independent Power Producers and RECs are the focus of these tax credits.  Commercial and Industrial generators produce electricity to support the activities of commercial or industrial establishments, not for sale to consumers. 
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Source:  Iowa Department of Revenue

* Renewable Energy projects include wind and non-wind projects 

In Millions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows total amount of tax credit awards made for each program.  Wind Energy Production Tax Credits are the red.  Renewable Energy Tax Credits are the blue. Again, the Renewable Energy credits INCLUDE NON-WIND Projects.As we saw in a previous slide, the Renewable Energy Tax Credit program is much larger, in terms of the number of projects for which credits have been approved.  It is also larger in terms of tax credit award amounts. Total program awards to date for the Wind Energy Production Tax Credit are  $13.25 millionTotal program awards to date for the Renewable Energy Tax Credit are   $46.60 million
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Source:  Iowa Department of Revenue

* Renewable Energy projects include wind and non-wind projects 

Thousands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows the average program award for each of the tax credit programs over time. This is the average award for by project, regardless of how the award is split out among the owners. Wind Energy Production Tax Credits are the red bars.  Renewable Energy Tax Credits are the blue bar.  It shows that the Wind Energy Production awards are much larger than the Renewable Energy Tax Credit awards.  More than three times greater, in fact, for the last eight years. This is simply a reflection of the MW capacity associated with each credit. Remember, Wind Energy Production projects are limited to 50 MW, and active projects range are approved for credits for capacities of 2 to 30 MW.  Meanwhile, for Renewable Energy, no WIND project has been approved for more than 2.5 MW.  [Remember, wind projects make up the lion’s share of projects.  Renewable Energy “Other” projects have been approved for as much as 10MW.] [Technically, each owner of the facility may receive eligibility approval for up to 2.5 MW, so any MW limit would be in terms of the number of owners that could meet the eligibility definition under 476C.1] 
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Source:  Iowa Department of Revenue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay, so the Code requires that certificates issued through both of these two programs are issued directly to facility owners, including individual shareholders the case of facilities owned by pass-through entities. This is distinctive among Iowa tax credits.  One of the unique things we can match for these two tax credits is records to tax returns to identify whether recipients are Iowa residents or non residents.  With this chart we’re looking at percentages for Iowa and non-Iowa residents of recipients and award amounts for the Wind Energy Production Tax Credit for all tax years.  59.3 percent of tax credit recipients were Iowa residents and 40.7 percent were residents of other states. The two bars on the right look at the way amounts awarded are split out.  56.6 percent of the total amount awarded was to Iowa residents and 43.4 percent was to non-Iowa residents.   I think this is probably a pretty high percentage compared to other tax credits, but we can’t really knows since being able to look at the data in this way is unique to these two tax credit programs.  
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Source:  Iowa Department of Revenue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows the same kind of information for the Renewable Energy Tax Credit.  Iowa residents thus accounted for 80.1 percent of this program’s recipients and 56.9 percent of tax credits awarded under the program. So, as with the Wind Energy Production Tax Credit, nearly half of award amounts are for out-of-state residents.  More to the point of this study though, it’s just worth knowing that about half of the tax credit amounts awarded under both programs are to non-Iowa residents.  There is nothing good or bad about that -- these credits are non-refundable, so they’re only useful to people with Iowa tax liability.  But it may partly explain why so much of the award amounts is transferred, which is the subject of the next two slides. 
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• 99.9% of all WEP credits have been transferred 

• Average financial compensation exchanged 
for WEP Credit is 95 cents on the dollar

• 86.5% of all RE credits have been transferred 

• Average financial compensation exchanged 
for RE Credit is 93 cents on the dollar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transfers for the Wind Energy Production Tax Credit. It shows the percentage of tax credit awarded amounts for each year that have been transferred.  As is clear from the slide, virtually all of the awards made through 2018 have been transferred. There is no time limit on when the transfer may be made, other than the 7 year carryforward.  This slide concern transfers of the Renewable Energy Tax Credit . Here again, nearly all the tax credits are transferred. In fact, 86.5 percent of awards made for years through 2018 have been transferred.  Just a brief comment on one reason why transfers matter… Because the credit is typically purchased at a discount from its face value, it is attractive to buyers. It’s appealing to the original tax credit recipients because, if their tax liability is limited they would otherwise be unable to benefit from the credit.  One implication is tax credit recipients receive whatever the going rate for tax credit transfers is–maybe 90 cents for each dollar foregone by the State on their behalf in the interest of subsidizing renewable energy production.  Secondarily, the transfer at a discount provides a tax benefit to the tax credit purchaser that is probably unintended by the program.  Rothstein and Wineinger, 2007, A potential problem with credits that are just transferable is straightforward: A $1 tax credit does not sell for $1, but the credit will cost the taxpayers of [the State] that amount when it is redeemed. Money that was supposed to support public programs ends up as profit to the buyer of the credits. In contrast, if the tax credits were also refundable, then every tax dollar spent on the tax credit would go toward the intended activity.
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Source:  Iowa Department of Revenue
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So once a tax certificate is issued, the awardee or transferee has seven years to claim the credit.  This slide shows the amount of credits claimed by tax year. A key point here is that claim amounts don’t align with award amounts by year. Of course, there’s carryforward to keep in mind.  Also, in the case of a claim against corporate income tax, that corporation may file on a fiscal year basis that doesn’t necessary coincide with the calendar year. A total of $38.7 million in Renewable Energy Tax Credits, or 83.0%, have been claimedA total of $12.0 million in Wind Energy Production Tax Credits, or 90.5%, have been claimed. Combined total of $50.7 million claimed to dateNote that the table includes data for fiscal year filers. Certificates awarded in a given year may be claimed on a prior tax return in the case of entities with a fiscal year that includes part of the year for which the credit was awarded.  For example, tax credits awarded after January 1, 2007 can be applied to the 2006 tax year for fiscal year filers whose fiscal year end date is after December 31, 2006. The table also can include insurance premium tax pre-payments which are due for tax year 2014 in June 2014. The table also includes “use tax”  payments, which are due quarterly.  The table also includes carryforwards that have been claimed on tax years subsequent to the award year.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Iowa Increased Wind Energy Generation From 2.8 Million MWh in 2007 to 21.7 Million MWh in 2018 Texas Increased Wind Energy Generation From 9.0 Million MWh in 2007 to 75.8 Million MWh in 2018USA Increased Wind Energy Generation From 34.4 Million MWh in 2007 to 275.0 Million MWh in 2018Texas Averages 25% of Wind Generation over this periodIowa Averages 9% of Wind Generation over this period has averaged 22% annual growth in MWh generation over this period
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In Thousands

Sources:  Iowa Department of Revenue and U.S. Energy Information Administration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the number of MWh produced from WIND energy by year from 2007 to 2018.  The tall, red bar is total electricity from wind by all sectors.  The middle bar in each group, which is blue in color, shows the amount of electricity from wind produced by Independent Power Producers.   And the purple bar, the shortest bar in each group, shows the number of MWh for which Wind Energy Production and Renewable Energy Tax Credits were awarded. In 2018, MWh for which tax credits were awarded accounted for 3 percent of all the MWh produced from wind by all sectors and about 9 percent of wind energy produced by Independent Power Producers.  It should also be remembered that much or all of this production, for all producers I mean, was eligible for federal Production Tax Credits, as well. 
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Sources:  Iowa Department of Revenue and U.S. Energy Information Administration 

In Thousands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the number of MWh produced from Solar energy by year from 2014 to 2018.  The tall, red bar is total electricity from Solar by all sectors.  The blue bar in each group, shows the amount of electricity from solar produced by Small Scale Solar. The gray bar in each group, shows the amount of electricity from solar produced by Utility Scale Solar. And the purple bar, shows the number of MWh for which Renewable Energy Tax Credits were awarded to Solar Projects. In 2018, MWh for which tax credits were awarded accounted for 16.5 percent of all the MWh produced from wind by all sectors.  It should also be remembered that much or all of this production, for all producers I mean, was eligible for federal Production Tax Credits, as well. 



 Although the WEP Tax Credit and the RE Tax Credit are 
awarded for energy that is generated and sold, State 
incentives, including tax credits, are used to offset high 
upfront costs. 

 Credit Transfer Market has been strong for these two credits.

 Wind Energy incentives directed to small scale wind producers 
resulted in minimal share of incentivized MWh produced 
compared to total wind energy production in Iowa. 

 Solar Energy incentives directed to all eligible producers 
resulted in a larger share of incentivized MWh produced 
compared to total solar energy production in Iowa. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Substantial upfront capital is generally required to finance renewable energy projects. Although the Wind Energy Production Tax Credit and the Renewable Energy Tax Credit are awarded for energy that is generated and sold, State financial incentives, including tax credits, are used to offset these upfront costs (Iowa Environmental Council, 2011). Published accounts indicate that tax credits are a critical source of investment capital once they are transferred even if the value of the credit is somewhat diminished as a result. Can you estimate how much in tax credits paid to transferees that did not go to awardees?  Transferred share of total awards by AY times transfer discount?



Questions?
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